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TinyGPX is a handy software that's been built to help users with geocaching or waymarking. The software allows you to import GPX or LOC files for editing. You can print out cheat sheets to take on the trail, export to KML or HTML, and send the data to your handheld GPS unit. TinyGPX Highlights: • Create custom
KML files or HTML pages to print and share with the rest of the group. • Save or open files that may be opened by Garmin, iPhone, or Android GPS units. • Import GPX files with full GPS tracks (including GPX files from S4S and GSR). • Export tracks to GPX and KML files. • Export layers to KML files (a new feature in the
1.7.3 Update). • Print out cheat sheets to take on the trail. • Easily add waypoints and notes to your track. • Send tracks and notes to Garmin, iPhone, or Android GPS units. • Design a custom routing path in your favorite drawing application. • Automatically update cached GPX, KML, and GML tracks without having to
import/export the file. • Easily track cache. • Compatible with both Mac and Windows. • 64-bit support for Windows 7 and higher. • Enhancements: - Improved KML support, including Waypoints as well as Notes. - Improved Windows 7 compatibility. - New "BetterTracks" tab. - KML editor fixes. - Support for importing

GPX files created on Garmin Express for Windows users. • Support for XM Files,.GPX files from S4S and GSR. • Support for direct FTP uploads via XMWeatherBin. • New option to automatically verify when saving tracks. • Improve GML support (requires ESRI Reader). • New "Finish" button in GPSRouteMaker. - Support
for both Garmin and Ryno devices. - No longer asks about entering the AutoRoute directions. - Automatically move from waypoints to finished route. - Freezes all waypoints when choosing a new route. - Renames waypoints to the location name. - Shows precise waypoints with the same latitude and longitude on the

map. - Automatically deletes waypoints off the route before saving. - Allow to customize the location order on the route

TinyGPX Activation [Win/Mac]

SmallGPX is a handy software that's been built to help users with geocaching or waymarking. The software allows you to import GPX or LOC files for editing. You can print out cheat sheets to take on the trail, export to KML or HTML, and send the data to your handheld GPS unit. SmallGPX Description: Geocaching and
Waymarking app. The app is kept separate from the database to keep the size small enough to be highly portable. Adding data takes just a few minutes and databases from the community can be imported. It also has very simple editing features and automatic export/import. Cashing in 1) Cash and Carry. The app
features: Search for nearby caches, upload a cache to the database, display a map, export to a KML file, and export the database to a TXT file. 2) Cash and Flip. The app features: Search for nearby caches, upload a cache to the database, display a map, export to a KML file, and export the database to a TXT file. A

geocaching database and app. It's main purpose is to be a companion to the open source database Geocacher.com and to the open source OSM editor osmAnd. It should be usable for storing geocaches and for displaying on handheld GPS devices. SageGeocache is a Geocaching and Waymarking app with the
following features: * Search nearby caches and upload caches to your database * Get a detailed map of your cache * Show detailed stats of your cache including the latitude, longitude, rating, and difficulty * Show a list of nearby caches on a map * Export your cache data to a TXT file * Export your cache database to
a GPX file * Export your cache database to a KML file * Export your cache database to a TTF file SageGeocache Description: A geocaching database and app with the following features: * Search nearby caches and upload caches to your database * Get a detailed map of your cache * Show detailed stats of your cache

including the latitude, longitude, rating, and difficulty * Show a list of nearby caches on a map * Export your cache data to a TXT file * Export your cache database to a GPX file * Export your cache database to a KML file b7e8fdf5c8
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Quite simply, TinyGPX is an application program to help you geocache or waymark. TinyGPX has no toolbars and uses a simple, elegant window layout. TinyGPX allows you to import GPX (Geographical Positioning System) or LOC (Longitude, Latitude, Ownership) files from your gps or other route capture device, and
to export GPX or LOC files to any storage medium. You can print out of the file of your interest, export to KML (Keyhole Markup Language) or HTML (Hypertext Markup Language), and send the data to your handheld GPS unit. TinyGPX gives you information about your file right away when you open it. You can see the
beginning of your coordinates, and if you're geocaching, you can see how many geocaches you've found. It supports online edit of GPX and LOC files. You can download a GPX file to your hard drive and modify it online at any time. TinyGPX Screenshots: What's new in this version: Support for BIN, ROAT and TRANS
file import, and export of BIN, ROAT and TRANS files Initial support for 10.1 "Bugs" such as GPX files with Last Detected Data, waymark tracks with no owner data, non HTTP GTP, GPX file if the last waymark in the KML file is not supported, GTP file that is not end on a new line. Improved support for both gps and loc
files. There are new filters available for both GTP and LOC files. Fixed GTP file that has only an ILS (Instrument Landing System) datum and user comment of 'USAF'. Some minor fixes and improvements to the new GTP support. New Google API support. TinyGPX includes the following demonstration data files with
compact text labels and minimal info. Help files are included in the installation package. Custom folders are available for import. They can be created using your GPS import settings. TinyGPX Comments: I’ve been using Windows over Linux since forever. Even though I’m a Linux enthusiast, I still have to get Windows
to perform some (but not all) of my tasks. TinyGPX may be a lot better than Ninite for Windows

What's New in the TinyGPX?

TinyGPX is a handy software that's been built to help users with geocaching or waymarking. The software allows you to import GPX or LOC files for editing. You can print out cheat sheets to take on the trail, export to KML or HTML, and send the data to your handheld GPS unit. TinyGPX Features: - Import Gpx and LOC
files - Print th... DistanceTracker is a distance tracker. Not a mileage tracker. It will calculate the distance from your starting point to your destination point. It also includes a map display. DistanceTracker Features: - Unlimited Runs - Calculate the distance from start to destination - Time / Mileage / Distance display in
standard units or kilometer, mile and decimal - Print run reports of several weeks at a time - Snapshot reports of several weeks at a time - Set distance interval in minutes and calculate a Distance Run report - Map display with DistanceTracker is a distance tracker. Not a mileage tracker. It will calculate the distance
from your starting point to your destination point. It also includes a map display. DistanceTracker Features: - Unlimited Runs - Calculate the distance from start to destination - Time / Mileage / Distance display in standard units or kilometer, mile and decimal - Print run reports of several weeks at a time - Snapshot
reports of several weeks at a time - Set distance interval in minutes and calculate a Distance Run report - Map display with... DoubleGeocaching is a program for geocaching enthusiasts that has been designed to help keep track of the distances between waypoints you have found. Like the other geocaching
applications that use the Ultra Geocaching format, DoubleGeocaching is able to store the distances that you have found between your waypoints as you go. DoubleGeocaching contains a waypoint editor with layers and a map display. DoubleGeocaching Description: DoubleGeocaching is a program for geocaching
enthusiasts that has been designed to help keep track of the DoubleGeocaching is a program for geocaching enthusiasts that has been designed to help keep track of the distances between waypoints you have found. Like the other geocaching applications that use the Ultra Geocaching format, DoubleGeocaching is
able to store the distances that you have found between your waypoints as you go. DoubleGeocaching contains a way
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System Requirements For TinyGPX:

PlayStation®4 (PlayStation®3 compatible systems not supported) OS: PlayStation®4 (PlayStation®3 compatible systems not supported) Minimum: OS: OS: PlayStation®4 system equivalent to the following: CPU: 2.0 GHz quad-core or faster processor Memory: 4 GB system memory (RAM) Storage: 10 GB of free hard-
disk space Video: 1280 x 720 HD, 1024 x 512 Full HD, 854 x 480 SD, 704 x 480 NTSC SD Video Output
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